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PREFACE

This manual contains Information and important instructions for the installation and correct use of the
Electric
drill
bit
sharpener
MJ-45K,MJ-45KB,MJ-45KB-2,MJ-45KA,PS2600,MJ-45KC,MJ-45KD,MJ-45KE,MJ-45M,PS1600,FKS305VF,FKS315VF
,FKS315VFN .
This manual is part of the machine and shall not be stored separately from the machine. Save it for later
reference and if you let other persons use the machine, add this instruction manual to the machine.

Please read and obey the security instructions!
Before first use read this manual carefully. It eases the correct use of the machine and prevents
misunderstanding and damages of machine and the user’s health.

Due to constant advancements in product design construction pictures and content may diverse slightly. However,
if you discover any errors, inform us please.
Technical specifications are subject to changes!
Please check the product contents immediately after receipt for any eventual transport damage or
missing parts.
Claims from transport damage or missing parts must be placed immediately after initial machine receipt and
unpacking before putting the machine into operation.
Please understand that later claims cannot be accepted anymore.
The manual is also fit for MJ-45K,MJ-45KB,MJ-45KB-2,MJ-45KA,PS2600,MJ-45KC,MJ45KD,MJ-45KE,MJ-45M,PS1600,FKS305VF,FKS315VF,FKS315VFN

CUSTOMER SERVICE CONTACT

Freutek Srl
C.so Tassoni 21 (To) Italy
www.freutek.com
Made in Prc
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EMERGENCY STOP Switch (1)
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Main saw blade start
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Scoring blades start
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b

Main saw blade STOP

d

Scoring blades STOP
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Components and controls

3.1

1

EMERGENCY STOP Switch

2

main switch

3

Control plate

4

Saw blade tilt

5

Meter

6

Flip stopper

7

Velocity scale

8

Extension table

9

Suction unit

10

Blade guard

11

Rip fence

12

Workpiece hold

13

Sliding table

3.2

Specifications

Data

MJ-45M
(1600mm)

Model

220 / 380 / 50

MJ-45KB-2
(3200mm)

mains connection

V/Hz

Engine power main motor

kW

4.0

5.5

Engine performance scoring

kW

0,75

0,75

overall dimensions

mm

weight

kg

400

780

saw blade Ø

mm

305

305

Saw blade bore Ø

mm

30

30

saw blade speed

minˉ¹

4500/5500

4500/5500

scoring saw blade Ø

mm

120

120

Scoring saw blade Ø

mm

20

20

1760x1090x1100

220 / 380 / 50

3350x1150x1100

Scoring saw blade speed

min

8300

8000

Max cutting length

mm

1600

3200

Max cutting width rip fence

mm

1150

1150

Sliding table size

mm

1600x375

3200x375

swivel range

°

0° - 45°

0° - 45°

Maximum cutting height

mm

Main suction connection Ø

mm

ˉ¹

70 (90°) 50 (45°)

100

80 (90°) 55 (45°)

100
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4.1

SAFETY
Intended use

The machine only in technically perfect condition in accordance with, safety and danger, use it!
Interference, which could affect safety, must be rectified immediately!
It is generally prohibited to modify safety equipment of the machine or to make ineffective!
The Panel Saws are exclusively for cutting wood-based materials
(solid, particle board, veneer, etc.) determined.
For a different or additional use and resulting damage or injury takes FREUTEK no
responsibility or warranty.
4.1.1 Working conditions
The machine is designed for the work under the following conditions:
humidity
temperature

max. 70%
+5°С to +40°С
+41°F to +104°F

The machine is not intended for outdoor use.
The machine is not intended for use in potentially hazardous conditions.

4.2

Prohibited use

 The operation of the machine under conditions outside of the limits, given in these instructions
is not permitted.
 The operation of the machine without the safety devices provided is inadmissible
 The removal or turning off the protection devices is prohibited
 It is not permitted processing of materials with dimensions outside the limits specified in this
manual.
 It is not permitted the use of tools that are not for use with MJ-45K(MJ-45M) are suitable.
 The operation of the machine on a way or for any purpose that does not comply with the
instructions of this manual to 100%, is prohibited.
 Do not leave the machine unattended, especially when children are not around. DO NOT LEAVE
the workplace!
·

4.3

General Safety
Warning signs and / or labels on the machine that are illegible or have been removed are
to be replaced immediately!
To avoid malfunctions, damage and physical injury MUST be observed:
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Work area and keep soil around the machine clean and free of oil, grease and
waste reduction!
Provide adequate lighting in the work area of the machine!
The machine does not use outdoors!
With fatigue, lack of concentration or under the influence of drugs, alcohol, or
drugs that work on the machine is prohibited!

The climbing on the machine is prohibited!
Serious injury from falling or tilting the machine is possible!

The machine may be operated only by qualified personnel enrolled.
Unauthorized persons, especially children, and people are not trained to think
of the current remote machine!

If you work on the machine, you do not wear loose jewelry,
loose clothing, neckties or long hair out.
Loose objects can become entangled in moving / rotating
parts and cause injury!

When working on the machine suitable protective equipment (gloves,
safety glasses, hearing protection, ...) wear!

Sanding dust may contain chemical substances that have a negative
impact on personal health. Work on the machine only in well-ventilated
areas with suitable dust mask to perform!

Before maintenance or adjustment, the machine must be disconnected from the
power supply! Turn off the main switch before disconnecting the power supply
(OFF).
Never use the cord for transport or Manipulation of the machine!
+
+
+

On the device are only few of them serviceable components. It is not necessary
to dismantle the machine. Repairs must only be performed by an expert!
Accessories:
Use only recommended accessories!
If you have any questions or problems, contact our customer service

Panel saw MJ-45K
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4.4

Safety devices
In the design of the machine following protective devices are provided:















4.5

Restraint of the gap wedge. This measure is intended to prevent the return of the workpiece,
and the setting is in horizontal and vertical direction relative to the saw blade.
Blade guard:
The cap is mounted on the gap wedge to avoid contact with the blade.
The blade unit can be submerged entirely under the workbench. This you have to remove the
cover from the gap wedge.
Device for locking the setting selected in the vertical and horizontal direction and in an inclined
position.
Flanges for fastening tool. They are secured by a key on the shaft to the loosening of the tools to
avoid the stop of the machine.
Nut (left-hand thread!) For mounting on the tool shaft. wells for Adjusting the scorer.
Rip fence. Is used for precise guiding of the workpiece in the longitudinal cutting. He is also made
of destructible material (aluminum).
The setting of the parallel ruler is possible without the use of tools, and the position is read on a
graduated scale.
Switch. While the belt is changed, with the door open, the engine will not start.
Electronic brake for electrodynamic braking of the motor. Secures the tool brakes in less than 10
seconds after the drive off.
Impeccable sharpened tools.
The use of blunt tools is not permissible due to kickback, overloading the machine and produce
poor surface during processing.
Red wire support. For cutting operation where less than 120mm are cut off, less than 120mm
distance right of the blade to the rip fence. Here the wood by hand carry, but with the red wire
support.

Residual risk factors
Also in compliance with all safety regulations and when used following residual risks are considered:
·

·Risk of injury to the hands / fingers through the circular saw blade during operation.



·Risk of injury from contact with live electrical components.
·
· Risk of injury or ejection fraction or the circular saw blade circular saw blade parts,
especially case of overload and in the wrong direction.



·Hearing, unless arrangements have been made by the user for hearing protection.
·
· Risk of injury from kickback of the cuttings, the ejection of the cut material or parts
of there.




·Risk of injury to the eye by flying debris, even with goggles.
·Risk due to inhalation of toxic dust in chemically treated wood Workpieces.

These risks can be minimized if all safety rules are applied, the machine is properly maintained and
serviced the machine as intended and is serviced by a trained service professional. Despite all the
safety devices and remains her good common sense and your appropriate technical qualification /
training on the operation of a machine such as the sliding table saw MJ-45K(MJ-45M) is the most
important safety factor.

Panel saw
MJ-45K
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5

ASSEMBLY

5.1

preparatory activities

5.1.1 Supplied
After receipt of the delivery, if all parts are in order. Report any damage or missing items
immediately to your dealer or the shipping company. Visible damage must also be recorded
without delay in accordance with the provisions of the warranty on the delivery, otherwise the
goods shall be accepted as properly.
5.1.2 Workplace
Choose a suitable place for the machine. Observe the safety requirements of Chapter 2 and the
dimensions of the machine from Chapter 1.
The selected location must ensure as well as the possibility for connection to an extraction system
a suitable connection to the electrical grid.
Make sure that the floor can support the weight of the machine. The machine must be leveled on
all bases simultaneously.
You must also secure around a distance of at least 0.8 m around the machine. Before and behind
the machine must be provided the necessary distance for the supply of long workpieces.
5.1.3

Transport / unloading the machine

You need a forklift or pallet truck with the necessary bearing capacity.
The forks of the forklift or pallet truck are made to the machine.
ß Leveling with the four leveling the machine in a horizontal stable position.

WARNI
NG
The forks of the forklift must be at least 1200 mm long.
Check to see if the eyes are well attached to the body of the machine.
The lifting and transportation of the machine must be performed by qualified
personnel with the appropriate equipment.
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5.1.4 Preparation of the surface
Eliminate the preservative, which is applied for corrosion protection of the parts
without painting. This can be done with the usual solvents. Here no nitric solvent or
similar means, and in no case use water.

NOTE
The use of paint thinners, gasoline, corrosive chemicals or abrasive cleaners will result in
damage to the surface!
Therefore:
r
When cleaning, use only mild detergent

4.2

Assembly of parts removed for transport

The sliding table saw is delivered pre-assembled. Sliding table, table top extension, rip fence,
miter gauge, and mounting guard and protective cover to be mounted
4.2.1

Mounting the slide table

 Place the sliding table to the position on the machine body.
 Then set up the terminal screws to the existing holes from. Balance the flatness of sliding table
and the machine table with shims.
 Before tightening the screws, adjust the sliding table with stop screws on the horizontal
parallelism.

Then bring it to the rear end plate.

4.2.2

Mounting the outrigger table

 Screw at the beginning of the sliding table bracket with the
threaded rod of the swing arm.
 Push the sliding table with a boom with the T-slot screws in
the sliding table you.
 The sliding table bracket is screwed to the desired position
with the sliding table.
 The sliding table boom on the threaded rod to the same
level of machine and sliding table set.
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Threaded plate

miter
Insert plates with threaded hole in rail

Miter seemed screw

Mounting the back and side table
Screw fixation bars below

 Secure the rip fence guide rail on the work
table with the pre-mounted screws.
 Place the rip fence to the guide rail.
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4.2.3

Assembly / disassembly of the saw blade and scoring unit

 Adjust the cutting height to the degree.
 Move the sliding table all the way to the right. Open the safety cover.

 Put the wrench on the flange. With the Allen key fix the
drive shaft and rotate the flange from (left hand thread).
Then the saw blade can be installed and tightened in the correct direction of rotation.
The scoring blade is mounted with equally and dismantled.

4.2.4

Adjustment of splitting wedge

4.2.5

Mounting the saw blade guard

The blade guard is mandatory to install the riving knife. Working with the sliding table saw without blade guard is prohibited.
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4.2.6

Electrical connection

Only a qualified electrician is authorized for the electrical connection, including the installation of
the supply part. This must be cut off before the electrical connection. Only if the main power supply is cut off, each contact can be closed. The cowl box is attached to the back of the machine
body. There is also a connection box on the side, which you have to connect only to the marking.
4.2.7

Control

After connection to the power grid, it is necessary to check the direction of the saw blade. To start
the engine briefly. If the blade rotates in the wrong direction, you have to fix the direction of two
cord ends.
4.2.8

Connection of dust extraction system

The tube is 80 mm mounted on the guard. With a Y-connection of the hose can be connected
together with the dust extraction under the worktop to a dust extraction system.

4.3

Earthing connection

ATTENTION
When working on an ungrounded machine:
Serious injury due to electric shock in the event of a malfunction possible!
Therefore:
r

Machine must be grounded and be connected to a grounded outlet

+ The electrical connection of the machine is ready for operation on a grounded electrical outlet!
+ The plug must be connected only to a properly fitted and grounded electrical outlet!
+ The supplied plug must not be changed. If the plug does not fit or is defective, only a
qualified electrical engineer may modify or replace these plugs!
+ The grounding conductor is green-yellow!
+ In the event of repair or replacement of the grounding conductor must not be connected to
an under voltage can!
+ Check with a qualified electrician or service that the grounding instructions are understood
and the machine is grounded!
+ A damaged cable must be replaced immediately!

Panel saw MJ-45K
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6

OPERATION

5.1

Adjustments before initial

 Before any adjustments, the machine must be disconnected from the power supply to
avoid the risk of accidental switching on the machine!
 Check that the set speed for the saw blade used is not too high.
 Span only saw blades with a diameter up to 305 mm.
5.1.1

Sets the speed / blade speed

The sliding table saw MJ-45K(MJ-45M) has two different blade speeds (see technical data).
 Disconnect the machine from the power
supply.
 Set the saw blade tilt to 45 °.
 Open the machine door.

 Pus
h

the clamping lever down

-can with earlier machine type vary

 Place the belt to the desired position.
 Pull the cocking lever back up and secure all of the dissolved components.
 Disconnect the machine from the power supply.
 Set the blade tilt to 45 °.
 Open the machine door.
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5.2
5.2.1

Operating
Main power switch

If you want to press the main switch, the EMERGENCY STOP switch must
be in the open state.

5.2.2

Turn on the main saw blade

To turn the main saw blade, press the left white button on the
control panel.
The button is right of it to turn off.
Main saw blade ON
5.2.3

switch scoring saw blade

Scoring saw blade ON

To turn on the scoring blade press the right white button on the control panel.
The button is used to turn off is to the right of it.
5.2.4

EMERGENCY Stop switch

When operating the machine stops immediately. To pull out you
have to turn it to the left and, if necessary tighten something.
EMERGENCY Stop switch (1)
5.2.5

Saw blade height adjustment

To adjust the height of the material saw blade, turn the handwheel
clockwise around the saw blade upward lift. Turn to lower it to the
left.

5.2.6

Adjustment of the saw blade tilt

The purpose of the handwheel (4) on the side of the machine.
The saw blade can range from 0 ° - 45 ° inclined. The desired degree of
temperature can be read on the display.
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5.2.7



Adjustment of scoring saw blade

By turning the knob you can adjust the height of
scoring saw blade.
The scoring blade can also be adjusted laterally.

The MJ-45K(MJ-45M) is equipped with a scoring blade. The scoring saw blade should be
adapted to the respective interface variant. By default, Option A is supplied. It can be used the
following types of scoring saw blades:
А - The thickness of the scoring is
the same as the thickness of the
main saw blade.
В - Double scoring saw: through
documents between the two parts
of the sheet thickness can be
achieved, which is equal to or
leader in comparison with the
main saw blade.
С – Conical Scoring circular saw
blade to compensate for the
thickness of the main saw blade
when using saw blades with
different thickness.

When cutting, if only one edge may receive no harm, any scoring can be used circular saw blade.
In this case, only one side of the circular saw blade balanced scoring with the main saw blade.

5.2.8

Blocking of the slide table

The sliding table is laterally secured with a push button to prevent accidental displacement. To
activate the blocking, pull the knob out and turn it so that the fixation of the fixing bolt can snap
in or out of the hole by 90 °.

Panel saw MJ-45K
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5.3

Notes on using the panel saw
Cross-cutting of workpieces made of solid wood

When performing this operation, the following equipment shall be used for safe working:

The table extension

the miter gauge

the guard of the saw blade

the riving knife

the hold-down

the insert in the table
Cutting boards
When performing this operation, the following
equipment shall be used for safe working:

The table extension

the miter fence with support for
the workpiece

the guard of the saw blade

the riving knife

the hold-down

the insert in the table

In some cases, it is the cutting of laminated boards required before using the scoring blade
to prevent the demolition of the cutting edge with the main saw blade.

The scoring saw blade must be adjusted in height so
that a slot with a depth of 1 - 1.5 mm results.

 Set the guard of the saw blade.
 Carry out the work evenly, without relapses and without take it back to the end of the cutting.
 Set the saw blade so high that the ring gear is really reliably covered by the protective cover
(distance between the protective cover and the workpiece - max. 5 mm
 Perform the adjustment of the saw blade height and tilt only with the machine switched off.
Work only with good grounds tools
 Use the push rod at the end of cutting when the distance between the circular saw blade
and the parallel ruler is less than 120 mm.
 Make sure that the machine is working without vibrations.
 Cracked and deformed saw blades can not be repaired. You need to be sorted out immediately
as a committee and be replaced by ordinary.

Panel saw MJ-45K
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 For repair and maintenance of circular saw blades with soldered fins (eg. soldering new cutting
blades) the construction of the circular saw blades (tooth shape, tooth width) must not be
changed. The circular saw blades with soldered fins can be grinding up to minimum dimensions
of the plate of 1 mm
 Then the circular saw blade must be removed from service.
 Select the number of teeth of the saw blade so that at least 2-3 teeth working
simultaneously). If only one tooth works, a poor working surface is, the danger of the
vibrations and noise pollution from increased setback increase.
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MAINTENANCE
ATTENTION
Don’t clean or do maintenance on the machine while it is still connected to the
power supply:
Damages to machine and injuries might occur due to unintended switching on of the
machine!
Therefore: Switch the machine off and disconnect it from the power supply before any
maintenance works or cleaning is carried out

The machine is low maintenance and contains little parts that must undergo a maintenance
operator.
Faults or defects that may affect the safety of the machine, must be rectified immediately. Repair
work may only be performed by qualified personnel!
The complete and utter cleaning ensures a long life for the machine and represents a safety
requirement.
After each shift the machine and all its parts must be thoroughly cleaned by the dust and swarf
sucked through the suction system and all other waste is disposed of by compressed air.
Check regularly that all warning and safety instructions on the machine and available in a
perfectly legible condition.
Check before every use the perfect condition of the safety devices.
For storage of this machine may not be stored in a humid room and must be protected from the
influence of weather conditions.
+
+

6.1

The elimination of defects does your dealer
Repair work may only be performed by qualified personnel!

Cleaning

NOTE
The use of solvents, harsh chemicals or abrasive cleaners leads to damage to the machine!
Therefore: When cleaning water and mild detergent if necessary use.

Bare surfaces of the machine against corrosion impregnate ( with anti-rust WD40 )

Panel saw MJ-45K
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6.2

Maintenance

All parts (except the bearings of the main saw mandrel) should be lubricated twice weekly.

7
TROUBLESHOOTING
Disconnect the machine from the power supply prior to any checks performed at the
machine itself !

Trouble

Possible cause

Solution

 Emergency stop switch to switch  Turn the emergency OFF switch
off
to the right to unlock to
 switch or a phase is broken
 Repair the defective circuit or the
faulty phase
·

Machine does not start

· Overload protection is triggered.
 Safety fuse is blown

 Wait until the engine cools down
 Replace the fuse

 Open cover plate for saw blades

 Cover plate close

Burn marks on the workpiece

 The blade is blunt

Velocities different from the
set value

 adjusted rulers

 Replace the
blade
 Make a right the attacks

The
finished
size
of
the
machined
workpiece
is
incorrect
for
the
cutting
width on rip fence

 Adjusted measurement scale
for the cutting width display

 Setting dimension scale: cut
workpiece on the rip fence,
measure the workpiece and the
measuring scale move so that
the measured average width is
shown at the edge of the ruler

Sliding table at end positions
higher than machine table

 Lower rollers set incorrectly

 Adjust the lower rollers

Workpiece
advancing

 dull blade
 Riving knife thickness does not
match the used blade

 Replace with sharp blade
 Splitting wedge thickness must
be leader than or equal to blade
thickness.

Broken edges on the workpiece

 The scoring saw is not on the
same line with the main saw

 Set the scoring saw a new

Arm running smoothly

 Telescopic tube or track rollers
dirty

 telescopic tube or track rollers
clean

clamped

while

 Check wipers

2
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ELECTRIC DIAGRAM
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SPARE PARTS

9.1 spare parts order

With original spare parts you use parts that are attuned to each other shorten the installation
time and elongate your machines lifespan.

IMPORTANT
The installation of other than original spare parts voids the warranty!So
you always have to use original spare parts

By the order of spare parts use the service formular that you can find at the end of this manual.
Make always a note of the type, spare part number and a definition of the machine. That there
are no mistakes, we recommend to make a copy of the spare part list where you can mark with a
pen the spare parts which you order.
You find the order address in the preface of this operation manual.

2
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CERTIFICATE OF CONFORMITY

MANUFACTURER

SHENYANG LEAD MACHINERY MANUFACTURE CO.,LTD
No.31 Hongrun Road, Yuhong District,Shenyang, China
Fax 0086 024 2932 6866
this machine is manufactured under request of:
FREUTEK srl - ITALY
name
Panel saw
Type / model

MJ-45K,MJ-45KB,MJ-45KB-2,MJ-45KA,PS2600,MJ-45KC,MJ-45KD,MJ45KE,MJ-45M,PS1600,FKS305VF,FKS315VF,FKS315VFN
EC-directives
2006/42/EC
applicable Standards

Hereby we declare that the ab
ove187
m0
ent
EN
- 1io
8n:ed
2 0m
1 3achines meet the essential safety and health requirements of the
above stated EC directives. An
y
m
a
ni
p
u
l
at
i
o
n
or change of the machine not being explicitly authorized by us in
EN 6 02 0 4 -1:20 06 +A 1: 2 0 09
advance renders this document null and void.
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GUARANTEE TERMS

Please consult our troubleshooting section for initial problem solving. Feel free to contact us for Customer Support!
Warranty claims based on your sales contract, including your statutory rights, shall not be affected by this guarantee
declaration. Freutek grants guarantee according to following conditions:

A)

The guarantee covers the correction of deficiencies to the tool/machine, at no charge, if it can be verified
adequately that the deficiencies were caused by a material or manufacturing fault.

B)

The guarantee period lasts 12 months, and is reduced to 6 months for tools in commercial use. The guarantee
period begins from the time the new tool is purchased from the first end user. The starting date is the date on the
original delivery receipt, or the sales receipt in the case of pickup by the customer.

C)
>
>
>

D)

Please lodge your guarantee claims you acquired the claimed tool from with following information:
Original Sales receipt and/or delivery receipt
Service form (see next page) filed, with a sufficient deficiency report
for spare part claims: a copy of the respective exploded drawing with the required spare parts being marked clear
and unmistakable.
The Guarantee handling procedure and place of fulfillment is determined according to Freutek sole discretion.
Transport charges for sending to and from our Service Center are not covered in this guarantee.

E)

The Guarantee does not cover:

• Wear and tear parts like belts, provided tools etc., except to initial damage which has to be claimed immediately
after receipt and initial check of the machine.

• Defects

in the tool caused by non-compliance with the operating instructions, improper assembly, insufficient
power supply, improper use, abnormal environmental conditions, inappropriate operating conditions, overload
or insufficient servicing or maintenance.

• Damages being the causal effect of performed manipulations, changes, additions made to the machine.
• Defects caused by using accessories, components or spare parts other than original spare parts.
• Slight deviations from the specified quality or slight appearance changes that do not affect functionality or value
of the tool.

• Defects resulting from a commercial use of tools that - based on their construction and power output - are not

F)
G)

designed and built to be used within the frame of industrial/commercial continuous load.
Claims other than the right to correction of faults in the tool named in these guarantee conditions are not covered by
our guarantee.
This guarantee is voluntary. Therefore Services provided under guarantee do not lengthen or renew the guarantee
period for the tool or the replaced part.

SERVICE
After Guarantee and warranty expiration specialist repair shops can perform maintenance and repair jobs. But we are still at
your service as well with spare parts and/or machine service. Place your spare part / repair service cost inquiry by filing the
SERVICE form on the following page and send it:
via Mail to i nfo@freutek.com

2
panel saw
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Product experience form
We observe the quality of our delivered products in the frame of a Quality Management policy.
Your opinion is essential for further product development and product choice. Please let us know
about your:
- Impressions and suggestions for improvement.
- experiences that may be useful for other users and for product design
- Experiences with malfunctions that occur in specific operation modes

We would like to ask you to note down your experiences and observations and send them to us
via FAX, E-Mail or by post:

My experiences:

Name:
Product:
Purchasedate:
Purchasedfrom
:MyEmail:
Thankyouforyourkindcooperation!

CONTACTS:

Freutek Srl
C.so Tassoni 21 (To) Italy
www.freutek.com
Made in Prc
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